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1. Getting Started with LaTeX



What is LaTeX?
 LaTeX is a software for typesetting

documents. It is a document
preparation system.

 LaTeX is a free, open source
software. It was originally written
by Leslie Lamport and is based on
the TeX typesetting engine by
Donald E. Knuth.



How we can benefit
 LaTeX is especially well-suited for scientific and 

technical documents because of
 superior typesetting of mathematical formulas
 cross-referencing capabilities
 automatic numbering
 able to use PostScript and PDF features 
 intelligent formatting even with default styles
 many free templates, styles online



Portability
 LaTeX is available for nearly every operating system, like 

Windows, Linux, Mac OS. 
 Its file format is plain text that is readable and editable on 

all operating systems. LaTeX will produce the same output 
on all systems. 

 Though there are different LaTeX software packages, so 
called TeX distributions, this tutorial will focus on Tex Live, 
because it is available for Windows, Linux and Mac OS.

 LaTeX itself doesn’t have a graphical user inferface. You can 
choose any text editor. There are many editors, even 
specialized in LaTeX, for every operating system. TeXworks
runs on Windows, Linux and Mac OS.  



Installing LaTeX
 TeX Live is a distribution of LaTeX that is available for 

Windows, Mac OS, Linux and other Unix-like system. 
 TeX Live is well maintained and being actively developed. 
 Open the TeX Live homepage at http://tug.org/texlive

Another very good and user-friendly LaTeX
distribution for Windows is MikTeX. It is easy to install 
like any other Windows application, but not available 
for Linux or Mac OS. You can download it from 
http://miktex.org

http://tug.org/texlive
http://miktex.org/


TeX Live homepage http://tug.org/texlive

http://tug.org/texlive


Install TeXLive in Windows
 http://tug.org/texlive/acquire-netinstall.html

http://tug.org/texlive/acquire-netinstall.html


• Double click install-tl-windows
• Choose Simple install









After the completion of installation of TeX Live, now your 
Start menu shows “Recently added”, including 5 programs:
 PS_View --- a viewer program for the PostScript format; 

you probably won’t need it
 TeXdoc GUI --- a graphical user interface offering 

access to a hug amount of LaTeX-related information.
 TeXworks editor --- an editor developed to create LaTeX

documents comfortably. We will make extensive use of it. 
 TeX Live Manager --- your tool for package 

management, for example, installation and update of 
LaTeX packages.

 DVIOUT DVI viewer --- a viewer program for the classic 
LaTeX output format DVI. Today, most people choose 
PDF output, so you probably won’t need it. 



2. Build the structure of a paper



LaTeX statement
 When you write in LaTeX, every line is called a statement.

There are three types of statements: command(命令), data(数
据) and comment(注释).

 Two types of command：normal command(普通命令) and
environment(环境environment). Normal command start with
\，usually only one line；environment contains a pair of a
start and an end, use in multiple lines cases. Command and
environment can be used together.

 Data(数据) is the normal content that you write.
 Comment(注释) start with %, it will be neglected during the

compilation.



The first document



Document structure
 LaTeX Source tex has three parts: Declaration of the 

document class(文档声明), preamble(序言), main 
text (正文)

 First assign with class the document is; then the 
preamble include some packages, [optional] define 
some command, set up environment; the real 
content is put in the main text. 

 Main text refers to what is inside \begin{document} 
and \end{document}. 



Basic grammar 
\documentclass[options]{class} %文档类声明
\usepackage[options]{package} %引入宏包
…
\begin{document} %正文
…
\end{document}



Document classes

 article, letter, report, book are commonly used document 
class in LaTeX. 

 Article class and letter have part, section and subsection, but 
no chapter，the abstract is followed the title on the first page

 Report class has part, chapter, section and subsection, has 
abstract and the abstract occupies a separate page with 
numbering. 

 Book class has part, chapter, section, subsection, but no 
abstract.

 For conference or journal article, use class article or letter. 
 For dissertation or thesis, use class report. 



 Article, letter, report, book

10pt, 11pt, 12pt Main text font is default as 10pt. LaTeX use 
adjust the font for title, chapter heading and 
etc based on the main text font. 

letterpaper, a4paper Paper size，default is letter。

notitlepage, titlepage Whether to start a new page after title. For 
article, default is notitlepage, for report and 
book, default is have titlepage。

onecolumn, twocolumn Default is onecolumn except for book.

Frequently used options



Title, author and date
\documentclass[a4paper,11pt]{article}
\begin{document}
\title{Example 2}
\author{My name}
\date{November 3, 2018}
\maketitle
\section{What’s this?}
This is our second document. It contains 
a title and a section with text.
\end{document}

• Our document is of the type article. It 
will be printed on A4 paper using a size 
of 11 points for the base font. 

• The title is “Example 2”.
• You are the author.
• The document is dated as November 3, 

2018.

example2.tex



Abstract, section, subsection

\title{the title}
\author{the author}
\today
\maketitle

Title, author, date:

\begin{abstract}
…
\end{abstract}

Abstract environment：

\chapter{…}
\section{…}
\subsection{…}
\subsubsection{…}

Frequently used 
structural commands:



Build the structure of a paper
\documentclass[11pt,a4paper]{article}

\begin{document}

\title{How to write a scientific paper using LaTeX}
\author{Your Name}
\maketitle

\begin{abstract}
This is the abstract. State the main points 
and highlights of your paper in a concise 
manner. References, figures, formulas 
and tables should not appear here. 
\end{abstract}

\section{Introduction}
An introduction usually includes background, the problem 
to address, and the proposed solution. This section 
usually contains many references~\cite{ref1}.

\section{Methods and materials}
\subsection{Some fancy method}
One subsection. 
\subsection{Some fancy materials}
Another subsection.

\section{Results and Discussion}
This is the results and discussion section. 

\section{Conclusion}
Here is the conclusion.
\begin{thebibliography}{10}
\bibitem{ref1}
J.~R. Errington, P.~G. Debenedetti, and S.~Torquato, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. \textbf{89}, 215503 (2002).
\end{thebibliography}

\end{document}

Continue





3. Math in LaTeX



Math Mode
 Two types of Math Mode: inline and display
 inline: embed math expressions within text, 

use $...$
 display: display equations separated from the 

text, can be numbered or not numbered, use 
equation or equation* environment



\documentclass{article}
\usepackage[a6paper]{geometry}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\begin{document}
Average kinetic energy, $\langle
E_\textrm{kin}\rangle$, is related with the 
number of particles and the temperature as
\begin{equation*}
\langle E_\textrm{kin}\rangle = \frac{3}{2}NkT
\end{equation*}
\begin{displaymath}
\langle E_\textrm{kin}\rangle = \frac{3}{2}NkT
\end{displaymath}
\begin{equation}
\langle E_\textrm{kin}\rangle = \frac{3}{2}NkT
\end{equation}
\end{document}



Basic elements: Greek letters
 Use commands below to enter Greek letters under math mode. 



Basic elements: 
fractions, subscripts, superscripts, roots

Fractions:
Within text, just write / to denote fractions, such as $(a+b)/2$. For 
larger fractions, use the \frac command: 
\frac{numerator}{denumerator} 

Subscripts and superscripts:
{expression}_{subscript}
{expression}^{superscript}
$x_1^2 + x_2^2 = 1$

Roots:
\sqrt{value}
For roots of higher 
order, 
\sqrt[order]{value}



Operators
Some small operators can be directly entered, such as + - * /  

For a complete list refer to Scott Pakin’s 《The Comprehensive LaTex Symbol List》

\pm \times \div \cdot \cap \cup \geq
\leq \neq \approx \equiv

Summation, product, limit, integral use \sum 
\prod \lim \int \sum_{i=1}^n \prod_{i=1}^n  
\lim_{x\to0}x^2  \int_a^b x^2 dx

Commands for many common functions such as trigonometric functions, 
logarithm functions are predefined: \arccos, \arcsin, \arctan, \arg, \cos, \cosh, 
\cot, \coth, \exp, \inf, \lg, \ln, \log, \max, \min, \sin, \sinh, \tan, \tanh



Delimiters
 Delimiters include parentheses, brackets, and 

braces 
()  []  \{  \}  \langle \rangle \lvert \rvert

Before these delimiters, you can add commands to adjust 
the size, use \big \Big \bigg \Bigg
$\Bigg( \bigg(\Big( \big( () \big)\Big)\bigg)\Bigg)$



Arrows, accents, ellipsis

Arrows

Accents

ellipsis



Matrix 
Use environment array, {ccc} means center alignment, l, c, r represents 
left, center, right, respectively, \\ and & are to separate line and row.



Long formulas
For long formulas with multiple lines that don’t need 
alignment, use environment multiline 

For long formulas that need alignment, use environment split. 
But split environment needs to be inside math environment. 



Pop Quiz 1
 Try to write this equation use what we have 

covered so far.



Answer
\documentclass{article}
\usepackage[a5paper]{geometry}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\begin{document}

\begin{equation}
S(q)=1+2\pi \rho \int_0^L r\left(\frac{\sin(qr)}{qr} \right)[g_{xy}(r)-1]dr
\label{SQ}
\end{equation}

\end{document}



4. Figures in LaTeX



Prepare the environment for figures
 Use package graphicx

\usepackage{graphicx}
 Use environment figure

\begin{figure}
\end{figure}

 Use environment center
\begin{center}
\end{center}



Insert figures
 The most important command is \includegraphics

If the figure is in the same directory as your manuscript 
document, write
\includegraphics{figurename}

If the figure is in a different directory, specify a full or 
relative path name to the figure file
\includegraphics{path/figurename}

Don’t use blanks in the filename or path!
Blanks and special characters may cause problems with \includegraphics

You don’t need to specify a filename extension, it will be automatically detected. 



Scale figures
 You can scale the figures as needed. 
 The definition of includegraphics:

\includegraphics[key=value list]{filename}

Here are the most popular keys and how you can write the values. 
 width : The graphic would be resized to this width. Example: 

width=0.9\textwidth
 height : The graphic would be resized to this height. Example: 

height=3cm.
 scale : The graphic would scale by this factor. Example: 

scale=0.5.
 angle : The graphic would be turned by this angle. Example: 

angle=90



Choose the optimal file type
 LaTeX support these files types:

PNG, JPG, PDF and EPS

• PNG and JPG are bitmap formats, commonly used for photos. If you
zoom in, you will notice a loss of quality.

• EPS and PDF are both vector graphics format. They are scalable, also
looking good at high resolution or if you zoom in.

• Whenever possible, PDF or EPS should be preferred, for example,
when you export drawings or diagrams out of other softwares such as
Matlab.



An example

\documentclass[a4paper]{article}
\usepackage[english]{babel}
\usepackage{graphicx}

\begin{document}
\begin{figure}[ht]
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.7\textwidth]{curveline}
\end{center}
\caption{Some explanation about the figures.}
\label{curveline}
\end{figure}

\end{document}



Manage floating environment
 Figures often take much space, for the optimal page layout, 

LaTeX provides floating environment that takes an optional 
argument affecting the placement of the figure.
\begin{figure}[htbp]
\end{figure}

• h stands for here. The float may appear where it is been written in 
the source code.

• t stands for top. Placing at the top of a page is permitted.
• b stands for bottom. The float may appear at the bottom of a page.
• p stands for page. The float is allowed to appear on a separate page. 

Using h alone is not recommended, LaTeX may not be happy. 



5. Creating Tables in LaTeX



Simple tables
 Use environment table
 Environment tabular enables simple tables
 Use \hline for a horizontal line, | for a vertical line and 

& to separate columns. 
 Use \caption{} to write the caption
 Use \centering to put the table in the center
 Use \label after \end{tabular} to label this table
 Use options [htbp] for float environment



\documentclass[a4paper]{article}
\begin{document}
\begin{table}[ht]
\centering
\caption{This table lists the distributions and editors of LaTeX
that runs on different operation systems.}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|r|}
\hline
Operation System & Distribution & Editor \\
\hline
Windows & MikTeX & TeXnicCenter\\
\hline
Unix/Linux & TeX Live & Kile \\
\hline
Mac OS & MacTeX & TeXShop\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\label{Editors3}
\end{table}
\end{document}

Example for a 
simple table



Three-line table
 Remove extra vertical and horizontal lines to create a 

three-line table

\begin{tabular}{|l|c|r|}

\begin{tabular}{lll}

Remove extra \hline



Change the table width
 Use the tabularx package to specify the table width

\usepackage{tabularx}
…
\begin{tabularx}{0.6\textwidth}{lcX}
…
\end{tabularx}



6. Cross-Referencing in LaTeX



Cross Referencing
 As we write, we often need to refer to a certain point, such 

as section, subsection, figure, table or equation.

Equation

Table

Figure



Cross Referencing
 As we write, we often need to refer to a certain point, such as

section, subsection, figure, table or equation.
 To be able to refer to a certain point, we have to mark it by a

label. The name of that label will be used in cross referencing.
 Cross referencing will automatically track the number of the

referred object using the label.
 This eliminates the errors of manually updating the numbering

in the whole document, especially in a large document with
many figures, equations, tables and etc.



Create cross-references

Equation

\begin{equation}
C_v(T)=\frac{\langle E(T)^2\rangle-
\langle E(T)\rangle^2}{k_BT^2}.
\label{Cv}
\end{equation}

heat capacity $C_v(T)$, can be 
calculated as in Eq. (\ref{Cv}). 

Create cross-references with two commands: \label{labelname} marks 
the element got referred, and \ref{labelname} prints the number of the 
element we refer to. 



Figures, tables and etc

\section{Introduction}\label{sec:intro}

\begin{table}[ht]
\centering
\caption{Some explanation}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|r|}
…
\end{tabular}
\label{TabLabel}
\end{table}

\begin{figure}[ht]
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{FigN
ame}
\end{center}
\caption{Explain about the figure.}
\label{FigLabel}
\end{figure}

As shown in Fig. \ref{FigLabel}, …

The parameters are in Table \ref{TabLabel} 
…



7. Creating a bibliography in LaTeX



Use bibitem command

\documentclass{article}
\begin{document}
\section*{Recommended texts}
To study $TeX$ in depth, see \cite{DK86}. 
For writing math texts, see \cite{DK89}.
\begin{thebibliography}{8}
\bibitem{DK86} D.E. Knuth, \emph{The 
{\TeX}book}, 1986
\bibitem{DK89} D.E. Knuth, 
\emph{Typesetting Concrete Mathematics}, 
1989
\end{thebibliography}
\end{document}

Create a tex file bibliography1.tex

Typeset twice with 
pdfLaTeX



Use thebibligraphy environment
 LaTeX standard document provides environment 

thebiliography that uses the command \bibitem. 
 The format is below:

\begin{thebibliography}{8}
\bibitem{somename1}
Information of this reference
\bibitem{somename2}
Information
…
\end{thebibliography}

In the main text, cite the 
reference as 
\cite{somename1, 
somename2,…}



Creating bibliography with BibTeX
 When the number of references are many, it is beneficial to 

use a database and call the external program BibTeX.
 You create a create a separate database file with the type 

.bib, and write the entries of the references in the following 
form. 

@entrytype{keyword,
Fieldname = {field text},
Fieldname = {field text},
…
}



Entry for the fields in different types of 
references 
Type Required Fields Optional Fields
@article Author, title, journals, year Volume, number, pages, month, 

note
@book Author or editor, title, 

publisher, year
Volume, number, series, address, 
edition, month, note

@conference Author, title, booktitle, year Editor, volume or number, series,
pages, address, month, 
organization, publisher, note

@materthesis Author, title, school, year Type, address, month, note
@phdthesis Author, title, school, year Type, address, month, note
@proceedings Title, year Editor, volume or number, series, 

address, month, organization, 
publisher, note



Create a new document ref.bib

@book{DK86,
author = "D.E. Knuth",
title = "The {\TeX}book",
publisher = "Addison Wesley",
year = 1986
}

@article{DK89,
author = "D.E. Knuth",
title = "Typesetting Concrete 
Mathematics",
journal = "TUGboat",
volume = 10,
number = 1,
pages = "31--36",
month = apr,
year = 1989
}

\documentclass{article}
\begin{document}
\section*{Recommended texts}
To study $TeX$ in depth, see 
\cite{DK86}. For writing math texts, 
see \cite{DK89}.
\bibliographystyle{plain}
\bibliography{ref}
\end{document}

main1.tex



Compile

Compile main1.tex

1. pdfLaTeX
2. BibTeX
3. pdfLaTeX and pdfLaTeX

(twice)



Download .bib file



Download bib file



References:
 LaTeX Beginner’s Guide, Stefan Kottwitz
 论文排版实用教程——Word与LaTeX, 刘小平
 LaTeX 入门教程

https://wenku.baidu.com/view/6e33321933687e21a
f45a9de.html?pn=51

 http://tex.stackexchange.com
 http://www.latex-community.org

https://wenku.baidu.com/view/6e33321933687e21af45a9de.html?pn=51
http://tex.stackexchange.com/
http://www.latex-community.org/
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